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 on windows 8 I am using Intuit quickbooks enterprise solutions version 11.0 on windows 8. My localhost server is Ubuntu
12.04. When I upload any data into the quickbooks, it says that the file's size exceeds the max upload size. I have found some

error logs from quickbooks server, but I dont know what they mean 2014-03-11 12:11:01 [Warning] File 'application/x-
quickbooks-data/bin/quickbooks-pdb.log' was accidentally created with 'w' as the current umask, which is not suitable for

operating on filenames. 2014-03-11 12:11:01 [Warning] File 'application/x-quickbooks-data/bin/quickbooks-pdb.log' will be
removed when the next error or incomplete error occurs. 2014-03-11 12:11:01 [Warning] File 'application/x-quickbooks-

data/bin/quickbooks-pdb.log' was created as an archive, not a directory, and cannot be created as an archive. I tried to chmod
777 but it did not work. Could you tell me how to fix it? Thank you in advance. A: The "umask" is a mask that is used to set the
permissions on a file after it is created. For example, if you create a file in Ubuntu, it is set to only allow read and write to the
current user with a permission of 'rw-rw-r--' If you want to share your file with the rest of the world, you can either specify a
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different umask with the chmod command, or you can change the ownership of the file so that it is owned by root:root (ie. the
other users) chmod 0766 Change the ownership with this command: sudo chown root:root myfile You can find the umask (its
value should be 066) with: ls -l /var/www/myfile If you are uploading a file from Windows, it should be owned by root:root

already. You can do this with: This will work if you have root priveleges on the Ubuntu machine. If you don't have root
priveleges, you will need to specify the 82157476af
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